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-·Th~··";:o~;r: " de~ i gn~d by George
Adamson , fits the Chri stmas theme
of the December issue of the Cord .
The picture on the co ver con be
recogn:zed as one of the ch a pel
w:ndows, and comes originally from
a painting of Holman Hunt called
"Light of the World". It symbolizes
the true mean;ng of Christm as, as
a t ime when t he Saviour and Light
of the world was born .
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This is our th ird issue

of the Cord-we have overcome
t ra dition a nd have published three
Cords before Christma s.
T he staff appreciat es the excellent response t o our request f or
articles from t he students. Keep
them coming! T hose articles which
were handed in, and accepted but
not publ i shed will be used in the

next issue, so don't despa ir.
Wha t about the author of "Suicide Note" ? We cannot publish

anything unless

w2

know who wro te

it. so please, bashful one, own up!
K.emember, we keep the information
in strictest confidence i f tha t is
your w ish.
Tha n ks to the three seminarians
who contributed to different articles
in this issue.
Best wishes, Patsy, for the fu-

ture; we wish you many yea rs of
happi ness!
-What a relief that the Campus
Queen issue is f inally closed! We
hope to have a picture of "our

Queen" in our next issue. Congratu-

latio ns!
Remember the Junior Prom on
December 18th at the Highlandswe'll see you there .
HowTOng will - it- b
" 'e-.,b-e-ofo_r_e- t"h'-e
first grandson of on alumnus graduates f rom Waterloo? Note wellBob, Jack, Jim and Greg . You too,
Miss Lotz, B.A .
A
fcw"-~c~o~
m-m
-en7ts--a~b"'o_u_t,..--t"'h-e
langu age page in the last issue.
H umblest apologies, Hebrew students, it did look better up the

othei way!

Somehow the last lines of the
Spa nish article got lost . T hey a re :
- Esto contesto el buen medico
lentomente y con una g ravida d
false , no esta una enfernedad sino
un don!
Waldemar Janzen was the author
of the German article.
T his issue ca rr ies two excellent
artic les on a timely and controversial t opic. Be sure to read the pa ir
of arti cles entit led "Crime, Debaucher.,. a nd Sex 11 •

•

•

*

T he Cord wishes t o congr atulat e
t>,e Sheaf o n its 40th a nniversa ry
celebr ation. The Sheaf comes to
us regularly and is a very goad
paper a nd of interest to all our
students.
We remi nd t he stude nts th at they
should t a ke a dvan t age of t he exch a nge papers pl a ced in t he library
f a r thei r use. It is good to k now
wh at other colleges are doi ng.
T wo featu re artic les and~
Static in this issue deal wi t h the
Christmas theme . See " Christmas
Folkiore" and "Something Forgotten" . The latter shows the increasing commercialism of Christma s,
and the need for us to find again
the deep and real Christian spirit
of Christmas.
The Cord staff wishes everyone a
v ery merry Christmas and a happy
New Year-and ask that you keep
Christ in your Christmas!

{3hti4tmad- ';ol~tfPte
All day the wind off the
B:~y
of
Fundy, had been blowing furia:.Jsly, as if
it was celebrating a special occasion.
Now, it rested. A brisk cold air was
shedding bits of snow. The darkness was
broken by rows of street lights, but no
one was on the street. Not a voice was
heard, · hardly a sound. I seemed to be
alone. There was an atmocphere of fearfulness all around me.
The shadows retreated as I moved toward them, but closed in behind me as
soon as my back was turned. Even the
spots of falling snow seemed occupied by
tiny invading spirits. As if from the
shadows, there appeared strange looking
figures, one here, one there. I was surrounded. I was helpless. They were small
figures, childlike figures; but they were
not altogether like children.
More lights began to flicker on, lights
of all colours. Trees were shining in the
night. It was Christmas Eve. A group of
carrollers began to sing gleefully somewhere on the next block. People came
out on the street from all directions,
same joined in the singing. Accompanying the s ing ing, sounds of laughter blended with the joyful cries of children.
But here come some more of those
strange creatures that resembled children. They are children, and there are
also older people dressed very strangely.
Seeing a man wrapped in a black overcoat standing all by himself, I take courage and ask an expla nation.
"Why
they're belsnickles," he replied. "Well
just what are belsnickles,' I asked. "0,
they're peop le who, after dressing up in
weird cloth ing, go around on Christmas
'Eve visiting houses and stores or any
place where they are likely to get treated. They put on a show for the people
singing and playing songs, dancing and
making all kinds of noises (A similar performance may be witnessed in the dorm
after each evening meal, I thought to
myself). The belsn ickles are always t reated by the host or by the people they
'entertain'. Why, everyone looks forward
to belsnickling ."
Belsnickling is still practiced in a few
places in Nova Scotia . It was common in
some parts of Germany, especially along
Pa~e

the Rh in e whe re such a person was called a ' Pe ltznic kel.' This term is also
widely known by those of German origin
in Pennsylvania .
The custom of belsnickling or peltznickeling was a living practice in Transylvania before the Second World War.
Early in the Christian era, Macedanian
folklore contains traces of the same type
of celebration on Christmas Eve. Here
groups of village boys would go from
door to door shouting "Kolianda, kolianda" and receiving presents. For this day
a special treat was baked known as
"Christ's Cake" . In southern Greece also
the custom was adopted. Flat loaves with
crosses drawn on top were baked and
called " Christ's Loaves".
As far as we know the term be ls nickling refers to Saint Nicholas, (4th century) a bishop of Myra, in Asia Minor.
He was the patron of boys, young men,
and sailors, of Greece and Sicily in particular. In the Netherlands and elsewhere
his feast (December 6th ) is a holiday
appropriate for gifts. Many peoples accepted from the Dutch (especially in
North America ) the now unrecognizable
said, caling him Santa Claus. Thus the
holiday was moved to the English gift
holiday, Christmas . The career and qualities attributed to Santa Claus are all
recently acquired.
To the reader the custom of belsnickling may seem strange; but probably
it is not so strange at all if we compare it to our own Christmas customs. In
a very short time millions of families
will celebrate Christmas, millions of people wil give and receive gifts,_ because
it is th e cu·.;tom or, " well, we get gifts
and we must give them in return."
That is what Christmas means to some
people. It is only anotiler obligation. In
thousands of cases the gifts received are
not needed. In fact, many people have
not the slightest idea what to do with
many of their prE'se nts. In other words,
it would be better if they had not received them. But had they not received
the gifts, for which they have no use,
they would surely never speak to the
people from whom they expected something .
(Continued on page 8 )
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lflroL t&ell~ ~peaks
Why Stud} Science ?
Why, indeed?
Any course in science bristles with
formidable words and even more formidable facts. The words, generally of
Latin or Greek derivation, seem unrelated
to anything, and the unrelated facts too
often seem to fit into no special niche
either.
If one intends to major in some phase
of science thi s does not matter too
much. Scientific interest is there to begin
with, along with a realization that a
firm groundwork must be laid before any
scientific career can be erected. Perhaps
one cannot see immediately the value of
what he is learning but suffers it gladly (?) for what it will mean later.
But for one who does not intend to
pursue science the words and facts are
much more distasteful and, sad to relate,
often downright revolting. He or she is
taking the course si mpl y because it is
required and hopes to sqoeeze through
and be well rid of it forever. How much
better would it be if the big words could
be dispensed with and only such facts
presented that were interesting and relatively easy to learn.
Let us look at the words first. They
ore the tools with which we must work.
If we are ever to express facts adequatel y
we must first know the words. Granted
we might finally make our idea reasonably without the use of our specialized
vocabulary but it would be a long and
tiring task. Mark Twain once showed
how complicated and unintelligible directions for harnessi ng a team of horses
could become if one did not know the
simple technical words for parts of the
harness and wagon. In his day the
vocabulary required to express the ideas
of the world about him was relatively
small. But to-day, with all the scientific
emphasis, one requires a much greater
measure of expression, both to talk and
understand . The greatest value of the
scientific ward is its exactitude. Correctly
used, it permits no m is understanding.
And if the habit of using the correct
word to express the idea is learned here

sufficiently well to be carried over into
every-day language, that word ha s earned
merit even if never used again .
Therefore, let us not shy away from
these terms. They actually are friends
though they may seem to be burly un prepossessing fellows at first glance. One
never knows when they may come to be
sa id in exp ressing an idea or even in
impressing someone.
Now let us consider briefly this welter
of fact s to which we are exposed in any
science course. It is perhaps unfortunate
that there is no simp le chain of knowledge of science that could be followed
easily and stopped at any given spot.
However, modern scie nce even at layman
level ha s become so complex that the
key pieces of the jig-saw puzzle are
often hard to fit into the whole picture.
But they must be found and understood
if the whole picture is to be fitted
ogether. It just cannot be avoided, but
if one ha s the knowledge that every fact
learned is bound some day to be of value
in interpreting the living and inanimate
world about him, the effort to master
that particular fact may come more
easily.
Perhaps the most important thing is
to learn to distinguish between fact and
statement purporting to be a fact . When
children argue, the determining factor
in deciding correctness of statement is
generally noise. The one that can yell
the loudest is presumed to be correct.
Our adult world to-day is not so very
much different except that we generally
use large block letters instead of noise,
and realize that constant reiteration is
more e ffective that on~ big yell. We
are assailed by propaganda on every
s ide, from international problems down
to how to cure personal defects. Out of
thi s mass of statements mode in a most
aggressive and empirical manner we must
try to pick out those that are correct and
use them in fashioning an adequate life .
The statement of fact depends for
veracity on the authority of the person
making the statement. Here science can
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be of value. We distinguish between the
hypothesis (a suggested statement of
fact, but backed up by no experimental
evidence, and useful only as a tool to
enable us to get more facts), and the
theory (backed up by evidence, useful
not only to explain what is known but
also to enable us to plan ahead). Finally,
only after long effort by competent
workers, and only after positive proof is
obtained, is any fact considered to be a
law. Yet in every-day life statements are
made with abandon, purporting to be
facts, by people whose authority to make
them can be seriously questioned. If
science teaches nothing more than a
healthy cynicism, an ability to look every
statement squarely in the eye and appraise it without prejudice, it is of great
value. If all people were so trained then
there would be no point in the constant
reiteration of the audio and visual
nonsense to which man is subjected by
every means of communication.
Finally, two words which seem to be
currently overworked take on a new
significance when viewed in the light of
science. They are 'security' and 'right'.
P.. consideration of the world of nature
should lead one to conclude that once
any form strives for security, the chances
of progress are irretrievably lost. The
oyster tried it, and has been an un-

changing oyster ever since. The mosses
tried it and have been up an evolutionary
blind alley ever since. And in neither
case hove they secured the freedom from
adverse circumstance that they desired.
New enemies hove beset the oyster and
the moss is relegated to the poorest soi I.
All scientific laws come bock to one
point. The values obtained no more than
equal the energy expended. T he race is
no more than the sum of the individual
efforts of the individuals comprising it.
Therefore the value of the individual lies
in what is contributed and according as
the contributions ore mode certain priveleges are obtained. There ore no
'rights' in nature.
Man is tending to forget this. How
often do we heo r or read the expression.
'We want our rights}' On the other hand
how often do we hear, 'We hove so
conducted ourselves that we hove shown
ourselves to hove the respanibility of
speech or action to merit certain priveleges'. The cart is generally planed before
the horse, and too often the horse is
missing.
A serious consideration of scientific
facts and a scientific approach to these
facts can be of the greatest aid in orienting properly to our present world.
It isn't easy, but can anyone say it
isn't worth a try}

Students are invited to join the 39,000 Waterloo County citizens with Savings
Accounts at ..
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Wholesale 675 Queen St. South, Kitchener
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Preston

Static
"But dear we splurged last Christmas
because heaven only knew where any of
us would be this Christmas."
Minerva went on stacking her parcel s
in the closet, paying no apparent atten tion .
It was two weeks before Christmas
and all through the house reigned dissension, card salesmen and imminent
poverty cheered only by mellowed radio
announcers yapping merry Christmas for
only one dollar and ninety-eight cents
plus postage or just pay the postman two
dollars and sixty-nine cents and we will
deliver to you one dozen, that is twelve
mind you, twelve super inflated flea free
imitation life size collie dogs in genuine
synthetic rubber that the kiddies will
love . Remember they float .
In spite of the nearly crushing effort of
salesmen to make this Christmas a " truly
memorable one for the whole family" a
certain feeble Christmas spirit prevailed .
But it was feeble . Poor Herman resigned himself to the tremendous expense . He 'd known last Christmas he
would and be knew he would next Christmas. Herman didn't like Christmas
much. He told Minerva it was a bloody
trap .
Minerva wasn ' t ordinarily extravagant.
She was hopelessly conventional. Being
extravagant at Christmas was so conventional that her cringing conscience
never twinged. Herman 's disapproval on
this occasion left her undaunted. She
was secure in the justification of Christmas.
Herman did his shopping early contrary to ordinary masculine procedure.
He too had been infected by the radio
harangue to shop early. One afternoon
almost two weeks ago Herman had telephoned Min. She knew at once by his
manner of speaking he was embarrassed .
He blustered in a bullying tone "Min, is
it yelow or gray you look like hell in?"
Hermon was doing his Christmas shopping.
With a minimum of anticipation Min
watched Herman conceal the package

in the hall closet. Min did not struggle
with her femin ine curi os ity. She too k out
the package, open ed it and tried on the
garment within . It was gha stly, she decided. Min watched for a propiti ous moment and exchanged the gown for one
she preferred . She knew Hermon would
never be aware of the switch .
He rman wa s vaguel y surprised that
three weeks befo re Chri stmas was not
cons idered on early shopping dote . The
shops were fe stive with decoration, the
service wa s p oor and the smell of the
tedious mob offe nded him. Hermon was
shocked to learn that thi s particular de partment store Santo Clouse despite the
protection of two fam ous
Hop-a-long
Cass idy six gun s s lung fr om hi s middle
hod just had hi s pocket picked of five
dollars. Such wa s the Chri stma s spirit
in that convivial store. When Herman
to ld Min about the the ft, Min felt true
pangs of pity for the man who lost five
dollars at thi s crucial time of year but
she wa s neither shocked or surprised .
Herman and Mine rva were not truly
shocked o r di sgusted with thi s violation
of Chri stmas but had they been they
would have been di s illusioned beyond
hope when a wee k before Christmas
Hermon Jr. dealt the final blow to on
outdated and dim recollection of what
Christmas once wa s.
Herman Jr . wa s returning home from
school on the trolley. He was a learned
eight. The trolley wa s beginning to fill
up . A blonde damsel was sitting across
from Hermon Jr . with her legs crossed to
tasteful! advantage. Hermon eyed the
seductive lim bs with a precocious stare
but Herman among all the moles on that
trolley who leered at the shapely goms
was probably the only one with purely
idealistic designs. Herman sow only the
stockings in spite of the limbs and he
visualized those nylon hose chuck full
on Christmas morning .
His lofty reverie was shattered by a
Iorge man beside him . The big man was
telling a shrivelled little woman about a
theft. As for a s Hermon Jr. could as-
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It seems everybody in the big man's
house had been engrossed in T.V. when
suddenly (though they didn't notice being naturally so entranced by the program) the T.V. set was stolen.
A child had seen Santa enter the
house through a window rather than
through the chimney. His suspicious mind
was elerted when Santa withdrew with a
considerably larger and heavier sack over
his shoulder than when he had entered.
Herman admired the thief's strategy.
He was highly amused.
Minerva was
highly distressed. Herman Jr. was highly
puzzled. He decided to give Christmas
up for a poor deal. He asked his motner
for a pen and ink to write a letter. Minerva thought he was writing to Santa
bue he wasn't. He wriote: Dear Keeper
of the Crypt of Terror; I like your program on T.V. very much but please have
more stories about werewolves.
Yours
truly, Herman Jr.
Herman and Minerva were invited to
a staff Christmas party at Herman's ofMin
fice . Christmas was so tedious.
didn't know whether to take a benzedrine
and go to the party or an asperin and
go to bed .

There are millions of people also who
spend Christmas eating and drinking entirely too much. This makes them so uncomfortable that they are unable to enjoy the company they invited. After such
festivities, sleep assures the easiest relief. T heir guests see the general attitude
and probably feel the same way. So,
they wish they had stayed at home.
This is the way many of us spend
Christmas. It is part of our folklore, and
yet we smi!e, even laugh, at the habits
and customs of others.
R.L.P.B.

Compliments of .. .
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At the beginning of December thoughts
naturally turn towards Christmas. It
seems rather hard to realize that such a
short time remains before the holiday
season begins. Thi s fact see ms twice as
hard to realize when one thinks of the
sermons and term papers that are due
by the end of the year. Most of us have
resigned ourselves to the fact that they
won't all be completed. The demand on
middlers and seniors to supply vacant
parishes and mission field s can be partly
blamed far the late start on a ssig nm ents.
Besides supply preaching many of us
have regular duties at some o f the local
congregations. This, we admit, is good
practical experience for us and opens
our eyes to the actual work within a
congregation . Forrest Mosher ha s been
helping out at St. Marks, Kitchener as
Youth Worker. Godfre y Oe lsn e r is doing
his clinical work at St. Pet e r·s , Kitchener.
Every Friday evening he literally " tussles"
wit h the Junior Confirmation class. Just
ask him about his twenty-eight twelve
and thirteen year olds. St . John's . Wa terloo, has ventured to take on two of
us since their assistant left. Earl Ande rson teaches Junior confirmation class
Saturday mornings. Eric Schultz is in
charge of Youth work, particularly Senior
and Young Peoples League. In addition
we are "on deck" to preach once a
month. Em il Long fills in his spare time
with a few college subjects while h is
brother Norman sits back and smokes his
pipe in Room 401 . Those lucky Junior s

remain entirely oblivious to any extracirricular activities.
Seminary assemblies are turning out
to be a profitable venture this year. Two
weeks ago, Rev. G. Durst spoke on "Interdenominational Services" which aroused a lively discussion. Recently Sister
Flore nc e Welcker of St. Matthews, Kitchener, presented the work of the diaconate. Most of the topics coming up are
in the field of pastoral theology and will
be given by pastors in the Synod.
The Seniors are getting a !i tt! e iichy
and excited these days . No, not fleas,
but just curiosity as to what the New
Year will bring with regards to o call.
One thing is certain, there are plenty of
vacancies. Since all are married, the
congregations will not only receive the
main attraction, the pastor, but also th e
added feature, the ' ' Pfarrfrau ",
In conclusion, we extend to one and
all our best wishes for a blessed Christmastide. May it be one in which we can
dive through the maze of secula rism and
find the heart of Christmas in the birth
of Christ in the manger at Bethlehem.
Eric Schuttz.

BROCK/ DAVIS/ DUNN
& BROUGHTON
Cha rtered Accou nta nts
Kitchener - London - Guelph

Sarnia

,

THE HOME OF "HAPPINESS" DIAMONDS

D IAMOND MERCHANTS
8 King Street East
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Alumni N o tes
Sons and daughters of alumni hove
been registered as students at Waterloo
College during the last few years. This
does not only mean that the alumni ore
increasing in age, or that their Alma
Mater is growing up, but that there is a
loyalty to the College which is deep,
persistent and tangible. To those of us
who teach at the College this is a fact
which makes us enthus iastic and exceedingly happy.
One of the daughters of the Rev . A.
W. Lotz '27 Katherine - graduated
in the spring of this year.
John Heldman, the son of Henry
He ldman '28, was at Waterloo last year
and is continuing his course in Honour
Business at Western now .
Grego ry Schultz, o member of the
Class of '53, is the son of the Rev . Garnet Schultz '27, and is o student in
the Honours English cou rse .
Gerry Hagey '28 has two sons, John
and Robert, attending Waterloo College
in t his year. Robert is o member of the
class of '53 while John is in his freshman year.
Rudolph Breithaupt '32 has his son
James at Waterloo as o freshman . Jim
is registered in the Honours Business Administration course.

During the summer months Charlie
Hagen ' 46 was married to Marion McKeckney . Both are teaching at Jarvis
Collegiate in Toronto.
Harry Weaver '48 is teaching at
Runneymede Co legiate in oTronto.
Heen Taylor '50, and Joyce Smith '50
are both studying at the Ontario College
Runneymede Collegiate in Toronto.
Isabel Moyer ' 36 passed her examinations in laboratory technology last May.
Patsy Pauli ' 50 married Robert Brenner of New Hamburg on November 29th .
Patsy has been serving as secretary in
the College off ice . They will live in New
Hamburg .
We wish to take this opportunity of
wishing all alumni and friends of the
College a Christmas both happy and
bessed and a New Year filled with opportunity to serve God and man to an
ever greater degree .
Compliments of ...
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!eUROPE 1952
In writing this article the author is
aware that a co mplete impressi on of religious, politicol and economic conditions is difficult to attain when those impressions must be formed during
"a
country-a-week" visit. These impressions
ore also determined by one's particular
interests and the people contacted. What
you see and what you feel is largely determined by those who impress you. This
article is not meant to be the final , com plete word on the subject.
The first thing which strikes you no
matter which country you visit is the
rapid recovery which Europe seems to
hove attained . Europe 1952 seems a far
cry from the stories which come to us
and continue to come. Prosperity has
overtaken Europe more rapidly than one
could · possibly imagine when one con siders the absence of manpower for six
years to produce the furniture , food and
textiles of all sorts necessary to replenish the ordinary dolly
requirements.
Food, furniture and clothing ore pi led
as high in the little shops as you would
find anywhere in America . People are
dressed, not as we've been occu;tomed
to seeing them in posters begging aid to
the starved, naked humanity of Europe .
Nor do the people of Europe 1952 ha ve
a sour, severe or sober look about them
as you might expect of a people de pressed by the ravage of war and th e
difficulty and shortage of material possess ions which followed . No, look where
you will, things ore not as bod as we appear led to believe. However, these ore
the impressions a tourist has when he
sees only the outward. Conditi o ns in
reality ore very different . " But", the
tourist says, "your shops ore overflowing
with more goods than they con properl y
hold .' '
" Yes", comes the answer, "b ut these
things ore all in the shops and not in
our homes.''
Why ore these articles not bought?
Furniture and clothing ore cheaper there
and of better quality than American
goods. Food is only slightly more expensive. The answer is that we hove been
observing entirely by American stand-

ards. European labor earns sixty to
eighty dollars a mon th . These articles
then cost them four times that which
we would pay s ince ou r sa laries equal
roughly four times theirs.
Certa inl y, conditions ore be tte r than
at any time since the war. For thi s the
people a re than kf ul and therefore the
sm iles on their face s . Ch ildren ore extremely goy for thi s peri od represents
to them the absolute height of pros perity and abundance. Fea r for their life
ls no longer a matter of an y concern for
those o n the west s ide of the iron curtain . The distant, fearful look has gone
from the eyes of their parents. There is
now at lea st some food on the table . Yes,
children hove not known life to be as
carefree as it is now . Most people hove
now one good outfit of cl oth ing therefo1e the look of prospe rity.
Each European country has its own
peculiar problem. Holland, to mention
o nl y briefly, ha s perhaps the most pessimistic o utl ook of all continental Europe.
Hoving los t their colonies, th e Dutch
people see no future for their country
economically. Thi s feeling extends into
the Spiritual life of the people as well.
Christians see no future for the church.
America they see a s a young country
where the people ore seek ing t he Spiritual , but Ho lland is living in a postChri stian era.
Only upon arrival within the borders
of Germany ore the s ign s of war visible.
After a few weeks in thi s Euro pe of see ming prosperity the tourist is not prepared fo r what he now sees. Nowhere else
in all continental Europe is one rea ll y
able to see the results of war. It is extremel y difficult to describe the feeling
you hove when all a round, as for as th e
eye discerns, nothing more than hea ps
of rubble with a few walls here and
there to break the mono tony of a flattened landscape is visible. You ma y
wonder along a street and see twenty -five
men who hove spent the lo st six years
cleaning up one city. You ask what th e
buildings were a nd most likely th ey will
tell you these were homes. These build (Co ntinued on page 24 )
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CRIME, DEBAU
at the newstonds and book rocks and
then shudder at the pictures on the covers. They don't seem to realize that a
lot of writers and artists make their living by writing this type of novel and
pointing this type of picture. To a lot
of them it is their bread and butter
while they produce a lot of g::Jod creative work that doesn't pay as well or as
quickly.
Some people approach this matter as
if the publishers were forcing them to
b:.Jy this type of book. This is still a
Democracy and people con choose their
own type of literature.
Is it fair for any group onywnere in
It seems to me that the church is the
our cultural environment to loy down
leader of this attock on these novels. It
the lows and ideas to be followed and
is too bod that Pope isn't living today
believed in by the rest of this society?
to write it. He would hove a better conThe overage persons who read pocket
books of this type does so for severo I troversy than he hod for "The Rope of
the Lock." The attock by the church is
and various reasons:
uncalled for because ninety percent of
( l) the books ore inexpensive,
(2) The covers appeal to their imag:nthe people who read these books ore the
type that very rarely go to church. The
ation1
interested groups in the church would
(3) the literature is light and thus
be spending their time for more usedoesn't cause deep concentration to
fully if they set about bringing these
understand it,
people to church rather than condemning
(4) these books ore easily obtainable on:J
them and their interests.
the people who buy them do so beA lot of these books ore misinterpretcause it is easier than walking up
ed by the people who look at the covers
to the library. How many times
and don't read them. For example toke
hove you been in the Iibrory when
the book entitled "The Amboy Dukes."
a youth in working clothes entered?
This story wasn't just published to amuse
How many times hove you said to
the sex-starved individuals on this conyourself, "I wonder what he is dotinent, but to inform the rest of the peoing here?"
ple in America just what sort of con(5) these people hove never hod any
ditions do exist and what affect they
sex education and to a lot of faithhove on the younger generation. Adful readers of these books, they
mittedly some of the scenes ore more
ore the only source of such informalurid than ore possibly necessary but if
tion,
the writer feels that he con put across
(6) some people get a lot of sexual satthe ideas easier in this way, then he is
isfaction from these books that
quite correct to do so; for there is noththey couldn't get elsewhere, legally.
ing worse than suggestive stories that
Con anyone truthfully soy that these
leave the results to the imagination of
books corrupt the morals of the youth
the reader. If the reader is perverted, his
of this country? I don't agree. If they
interpretation might be for worse than
don't learn what they wont to in one
the actual happening.
way (through these books) they will do
Some people use these tbooks for esso in other ways that could lead to crimcape from the actual world in the some
inal trouble for these youths.
manner that a child reads travel books
A lot of people who ore dead against
and thinks that he is there too.
this type of book forget to think rationally about this matter. They will look
(Continued on page 27)
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I am reasonably sure that all my
readers ore in agreement when I state
that we all have, by this time in our
lives, become interested in the welfare
of our notion and in the success of our
fellow man . However, we all experience
times when we cannot, to use a wellwo rn phrase, " see the trees for the
fo rest ". It is at such times that we need
reminding to be on our guard against
subversive elements which tend to rob us
of the very freedom we so highly priz e.
The purpose of thi s wrting then, is fir st
to show a problem, and second to suggest some action in its solution .
First, it is necessary that I clarify
my position to the reader . I admit that
man y ideas contained in this writing
have been " lifted" from the minutes of
the
Senate
Investigation Committee,
however the presentation and the organization of the facts is mine as in the bios.
It seems that the modern world is
losing faith, faith in God but also in the
princip les which make honor ond peace
of mind worth while. T here seems to be
a turning of the masses to a type of self
expression which has been the ruin of
great empires in history. People, bewildered in the lost forty years by wars,
collapse of interna t ional bodies, vetos,
fruitles s peace negotiations, seem to be
relying more and more upon instincts of
materialism and from there, graduating
to an uncontrolled desire to fu lfill the
lusts of the flesh. "Love me today and
let the devil take tomorrow" might be o
slogan we could clamp to a general attitude a brood today . This kind of , Weltanschauung" leads people into moral
Iicense and this, as history shows, is the
core of cultural collapse. Cultural collapse comes sooner or later where the people
become soft and totally egocentric. Thus
moral impurity can ruin a people as
surely and more thoroughly than a war
although the former may take longer.
One goad reason why this situation
is with us today is this. Our youth, and
also many adults, are being directly
influenced in their field of experience
by an alarming exoosure to unreal , fanta stic wanderings of depraved minds.
Th is is evidenced by the number of

cheap pu lp mag az in es be in g sold toda y.
La st ye ar macabre " comi cs" sal es in U.S.
climb ed to 730 mi llio n coo ies. The re a re
man y magaz ines today whose so le pur pose is to p:Jint debau che ry, incit e licenti ousness, an d thu s ho ld rea son capti ve
so that man may cons ide r on ly the bea st
within him .
Le t us look a t a typ ica l co mic book
and p ock et book rac k in a ny dow ntown
agency. Twirl the rac k aroun d all owing
1·he gory deta il s to s in k into yo ur brain .
Then thinkl What hel l co u ld be worse
than a life and d ea th indulgin g in such
unreal, fanta stic , brutal , sa dist ic, expl o its
of the human sou l mind and bod y/ Whe re
is the humo r in a gang of thi eves, G-man
and sadi sti c murde re rs who strangle,
shoot and stab the ir way across the
" comic" pag es, talking monocy llabl e
grammar and ge ne ra ll y gi ving the ir fe llow man " the work s"/ Th e fo ll owe r of
thi s reading graduates to the esca pe literature, the wham wham of a uto matics,
rat-tat of machin e gun s, screams of
attacked womEn, lu stful wh ispe ring s of a
honey-l ipped prostitute hold ing a knife
in one hand while with th e othe r she
fondle s her lover 's liqu or-flu she d face , the
matter of fact unfaithfulness of hu sband
and wife all thi s illuminated by a
blending of b lue, gree n and red in k and
go ing und e r such in s~ ir e d titles a s Dia mond Lil , Pee.o, Dare, True Romance,
Eyeful , A Rage t o Li ve and Quic k. A
personality nurtured on t h is material
cann ot contribute va lue to soci ety. The
reade r's characte r, hi s soc ial e ffici e nc y
and the moral tone of th e community is
thu s severe ly un dermi ned .
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A principle of Western society is the
sanctity of the individual spirit ond body.
We do not gos our old ond useless,
smother our deformed or heop ridicule
on the crippled, because there is something of the Spirit of Gcd in every one
of us. We hove o regord for humon life.
However, ;f through unnoturol distortions
of o God given urge we breok down this
principle, porticulorly regarding women,
ond the fundomentol relations between
mon ond women, we ore surely doing
our civilization greet horm. Therefore it
is only proper thot we become con:erned
about the reeding metter of our youth.
Let their intelligent minds, which should
rule the body, be protected from perverting, obscene ond erotic stimuli; or ot
leost to be oble to recognize them os
such. Our pure food lows ore on evidence
thot we ore concerned obout protecting
our physico! processes from toxins. Should
we not be more concerned obout whet
goes into our spirituel ond mentol makeup? This type of literature con only worp
ond debose personality since it revolts
ogoinst two bosic concepts of Christianity love of the one God ond
love of the fellow mon. Does o moroly
debasing exploitation of humon passion
show love? The Christian concept of love
points to God. This love steps down into
the gutter to help the degenerate out of
o debouched life, but it does not try to
remoin with him ot the level of skidrow
society.
I like true literature. Neither do I
object to cartoons such os Pogo, Blondie,
Der Koptoin und der Kids, etc. Good
Iiteroture does not need o pornographic
cover to ottroct. Nor do I intend to
moke the impression thot oil writing
dealing with sex ond love, adventure ond
experience should be prohibited. These
topics ore not criminal. These matters,
when sanely ond reolisticolly treated in
novels or short stories ore voluoble. They
moke up the bulk of subject metter upon
which o story con be bosed. I om not
opposed to o portroyol of reality. There
ore mony classic ond modern examples
which deol with vulgar topics but the
presentation is such tnot the reeder is
edified through gaining on insight into
the problem. They do not engross the
exposure with poge otter poge of lurid
detoi I. No one is ever edified by the

exposure to poges ond poges of the
subhuman element. I do not object to the
portroyol of the true, even seomy side
of life, this is prob::~bly necessary, ond
connot be consdered criminal. Obviously,
the perversion of it ond the perverted
treatment afforded it by pulp literature
so cheaply ond re::~dily ovoiloble, is o
different metter. Is there ony volue or
genuine realism in the showing of men
ond wcmen os monsters of perversion or in the belittling of women in the eyes
of our youth by depicting immorality os
the normol life for them) The heroine is
usually persuaded to leove home ond get
o good living the "eosy w:~y", the hero
is one who con get o good living by
playing the gigolo. At the end of the
book one chapter moy be devoted to
some reform of chorocter. This however
occurs otter completing the domoge by
twenty chapters of lurid "reel life.''
I wish to be clearly understood. My
quarrel with pulp literature is thot it
tends toword o gross misrepresentation
of life. Noturol urges ond expressions,
physical ond mentol qualities of men
which ore God given, controlloble, to be
used ond indulged in os reoson, sense
ond conscience dictated, ore pieced in
unnoturol, luridly phontostic situations.
It is the unnoturol, unreoson::~ble element
erected which gives the wrong interpretation to o bosic truth. It seems to
deoden the conscience of youth ond
creates o distorted perverted opprooch
to humanity. Youth, drawing information
from such infested sources connot help
but develop o degraded, folse view of
some of the most socred things in life.
They develop, to their own ond society's
horm, diseased viewpoints of things our
Creator intended for high ond noble
purposes.
There ore some woys in which this
spreod of indecent literature con be hindered. The majority of these pulp mogozines ore printed in the U. S. finding
their woy to Conodo through o few notion ond province wide news companies.
Our Criminal Code hos provision for the
confiscating of such mogozines which
ore described obove. Therefore, our
customs officio Is should be o lerted to
confiscate oil this moteriol crossing the
border ond to apprehend the men carrying it. This would include halting ship-
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ments of mode up printing plates . (Some
companies just ship the plates across
and then hove the printing done in Co node). Then we must ask for some
recognition from the American News
companies whereby the Canadian Distributors no longer con be forced to accept
these books as a package deal. The
package deal means that a Distributor
must accept all magazines in a package
for display and sole. If he refuses, hi s
supply of worth-while magazines is cut
off. The Canadian Distributor should not
be able to force the local dealer to
accept the package deal either. We need
a general stiffening in the enforcement
of our Criminal Code and in the sentences imposed on offenders. A very
severe fine and prison sentence s!1ould
be given to those publishers and vendors
who use school children as "pushers"
for their products. However, our judicial
body will not oct more strongly unless
we hove a unified pub lic opinion behind
our requests .
In some Canadian cities, particularly
Ottowa , some residential districts hov e
formed committees which visit neighborhood dealers asking them to remove the
indecent material from the display stands.
There is no difficulty in picking out such
material, (for the dealer that is.) Even
the most brood-minded dealer would not
expect a treatise on chastity from a ma gazine whose cover flaunts on exaggerated half-dressed female. If the dealer
refuses to comply with the wishes of the
neighborhood his store is completely
boycotted. In some cases this brings the
dealer to his senses. The one thing ·he
cannot afford to lose is business. The
point is, we must get at the source of
supply; if the availability were cut off
this material would not be read except
by those whose perverted minds need
such stimuli. It might then be a lesser
evil to hove them and their inspiration
driven underground .
In view of the time involved in implementing some of the above mentioned
actions we need something concrete for
the immediate need . That need con be
met by strict censorship and ~trong legal
action until SUCh time OS 0 . likely form
of control con be established through our
legistloture. Temporary censo[Ship JJIOY J
be d:mgerous to freedom yet it is one

strong means in our power today . I think
this is a lesser evil than allowing this
profit through filth motive to continue
to control Canadian policy in the distribution of magazines.
It would be beneficial to discuss this
problem at club meetings, and Home and
School Association meetings. Some work
along this line is being done in Kitchener
by on organization and in particular by
a prominent professional man . At such
meeting s we must awoken the public to
the fact that the smut peddler is after
our children . Youth today is formed more
than ever by environment. This youth is
the parent, leader homemaker, teacher
of tomorrow 's children . If their mind is
filled with nothing higher than carnal
thoughts and concepts, then there is a
new cultural Dark Age in the making .
After all, it is common pedagogy that
you con teach only what you know!
Our action must first concentrate upon
the reading material in the home. Parental interest in children's reading mater iol must be positive. The kind of
character or conduct that conscientious
people would not tolerate in persons in
their homes ha s no reason for being
tolerated just because entrance is gained
in the form of print or depraved art to
mingle and speak with the children . We
must be interested to preserve our famil y
way of life because if this is swept awa y
by false teaching our world would become
chaotic and desolate. From the home we
must exert on influence on the school,
church, community and, by way of the
legislature, on the notion.
It is the duty of home, school and
church to give our children the social,
moral , spiritual and physical facts of
life. This must be done to protect them
from false ideals which con be bought in
a ordinary store or confectionery. Thi s
place is visited by children and adults.
They ore protected physically by sanitary
and pure food lows. What about their
minds? Protection of the kind referred to
above is possible through temporary censorship and through on all out effort at
public education : education of the
kind which teaches us of the Groce of
God and its availability in Jesus Christ.
If we pride ourselves on being a free
n_p~i ~n_ let I[JS not become slaves to our
(Continued on page 27 )
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School days, school days,
Dear old golden rule days
Reading and writing and 'rithmetic
Taught to the tune of free expression in work ond play School days school days, indeed.
To some we might more appropriately
say, school daze; to others it brings bock
fond recollections of many happy hours
spent at a school desk. However pleasant
it would be to reminisce about bygone
days, that is not the object of this article. It is rather, to find out what the
function of elementary education is today and its importance in our educational system . Even after having spent
the usual allotted time at the receiving
end of this system and several years at
the teaching end of it, it still requires
a considerable amount of serious thought
to evaluate such a discussion. As our
good English teacher advocates, "Let's
get at the important things and answer
the question ." To me the important features are elementary education, its function and its importance.
I think we are all agreed that elementary education means our public school
training - kindergarten, if we were fortunate enough to be able to attend one,
and grades one to eight. This elementary education is the basis of our complete educational programs. It is the
basement of our educational house and
how much more we build upon it either
by formal training or experience in life
depends on how good a foundation we
have been given.
The next important aspect is the function of elementary education. At first
glance many of us would soy, "The
function of elementary education is to
teach facts, figures and ski lis." And that
is true. It is a necessity that a child
learn that two and two are four, and
learn the progressively more difficult calculations of arithmetic. It is a necessity
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a , b, etc., so that he can convey his
thoughts upon paper. But the teaching
of these facts must not be an end in
itself. And here, to my way of thinking ,
lies the real function of education, elementary or secondary. These facts, figures
and ski lls must be tools which the individual will be able to use when he has
finished his formal education; tools that
will help him to adjust himself to his
envi ronment and become a better and
happier individual.
And lastly, is fhis education important? Previously, I compared elementary
education to the basement or foundation of a house of education . Public
school days are perhaps the most important days in the life of on individual.
It is here that not only facts, figures
and skills ore built up, but also attitudes and ideals, good or bad. And the
centre of this influence is the teacher.
W e have progressed considerably from
the days of the "school master" of
Dickens' day, and perhaps the pendulum
has sw ung over too for, more so in city
schools than in country schools. But it
is still the teacher who is influencing
the child most, for better or for worse,
during the greater portion of the day,
for a considerable number of years .
Any of us, who have been responsible for elementary education, hove I'm
sure, many times felt unequal to such a
task. Some of this was due to the circumstances under which we worked and
some of it was due to inadequate training. But whatever it was, we often
trembled in fear as we moulded a young
life. Important? What do you think?
Some of you may someday be in a
position where you will be responsible
for trends in modern education. Never
forget the · "real" function of education
and never forget that you are dealing
with individual minds and bodies and
with immortal souls.
V.P .

a c: "-·
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second the extension and sports opportunities for all rather than a chosen few .
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i .
And so, football and athletics in general hove become on import::mt part of
our educational system; so important, in
fact, as to be "viewed with alarm " by
many educational authorities. The system
of intermural athletics such as the one
Waterloo College has, fills the requirements of participation in athletics for all
and as feeder clubs for the varsity team s.
It also helps to relieve the common
situation of limited facilities and personnel.
To the administration and teachers it
should be a source of consiberoble satisfaction to view a regular group of students and note the muscular develop ment, posture, agility and grace and ease
of movement of over fifty psrcent of the
class who hove acquired these characteristics not through natural growth but as
a result of on athletic program . While it
is true that intermural sports serve the
previous mentioned purposes, it is just
as true that non-athletes and ordinary
students reap benefits as well. It con
make them condition conscious, and
valuable lessons, as balanced diets and
health rules become real and functional.

~
· Athletics ore on essential port of our
democratic way of life; both ore interdependent.
Without democracy, our
system of athletics wouldn't flourish and
without athletics, our democracy would
lose a vital invigorating forc e .
When athletics ore conducted in the
spirit of fair ploy and true sportsmanship, the character genes imbedded in
team work, willingness to sacrifice, and
acceptance of referee 's decisions corry
over in- everyday living . There ore then
two highly desirable essent ials that all of
us in the administration or coaching of
sports must try to promote; first a high
degree of sportmonshio on the port of
the participants· and spectators, and

With but forty out of every hundred
youths who start in first grade graduating
from Grode twelve, drop-outs ore a
matter of much concern to educators .
This percentage is much lower in college,
but in each case such a program a s
mentioned does much to eliminate the
two main causes of drop-outs, boredom
and frustration .
Education should be a constantly happy
experience in which, we as young people
work, live and ploy together as we will
in post graduate life. Normal youth
cannot be expected to buckle down to a
traditional lock-step system of education
which neglects present interests with the
hope of vogue future rewords.
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LE DERNlER ROMAIN
Dram e en un acte.

Personnages:
L'acteur Neociceran
Le Chaeur des Barbares.
La scene montre une page du Lac-ofBays.
(Le Choeur des Barbares est endermi
su r Ia plage en des posit ions sans beaute
mais t res commodes. Neociceron, jeune
homme a l'apparence digne, entre en
scene et s' efforce de ne pas marcher sur
les jambes, les bouteilles de coco-cola
et les romans p:)l iciers du choeu r.)
Neociceron (a vo ix haute): Salut, mes
am is!

Le Choeur (se reveille en sursaut): Estce qu'il y aura un orage ou avonsnous manque l'heure du souper?
Neociceron: Vous avez manque davantage, 6 paresseux que vous etes 1 Ne
savez-vous pas que Se neque a dit: II
n'y a que trois chases a regretter: une
journee passee en mer qu'on aurait pu
faire a terre, un secret con fie et une
journee passee en oisivite. II faut
cultiver nos es pri ts!
Le Choeur: II y a qu inze jours que nous
les avons trop cul t ives pour les exomens fina ls, mais mal gre cela nous
venons de lire " Le Meurtre Mysterieux", "La Hache Sanglante" et "La
Femme Extraordinaire."
Neociceron (faisant un geste de desespoir vers le ciel) 0 Pallas' Quel peuple
( ;;~norant! (Pause). Je viens dz lire une
selection des meilleurs oeuvres de l'antiqui te. II n'y a que beau te et vertu.
Le Choeur: No m d'une pipe! (Silence).
Nous trouvons que nous sommes d§ja
assez beaux et vertueux, pourtant tout

barbares que nous sommes nous avons
aussi lu des livres latins mai s en definissant Ia forme des
mots
nous
n'avons pas eu le temps d'examiner
le sense des oeuvres entieres. Nous
crayons bien que les Anciens avaient
de Ia grandeur ~ais ils avaient aussi
des defauts mignon s.
Neociceran Allons donc 1
Commen~ons
par eurs dieux.
lis
etaient plus barbares que les barbares.
Tu ne trouve pas que ce serait fatiguant d' etre toujours en guerre? Et
dans les moments de paix il s avaient
des aventures qui auraient cause I' en vie du cavalier le plus debauche de Ia
Regence. Qu'est-ce que tu penses de
Hermes qui vola les pinces de Hep haistos et de Pluton qui vola sa niece
Proserpine? Chacun a san kout' Avec
de tels examples que veux-tu que fissent les hommes? Le pieux Ullysse
avant besoin de dix ans pour retourner
a Ia maison apres Ia Guerre de Troie.
Avec son fils il tua les cinq cent admirateurs de sa femme en quelques
heures. Cela te semble dans les regles~ Tu sais, parfois nous doutons
me me de Platon .
Peut-etre
a-t-i I
lai sse partir ses amis apres leurs soirees dansantes par Ia petite porte d' arriere?
Neociceron Certainement vous ne connaissez pas le traite de Seneque au
sujet de Ia moderation . Malgre .. .
Le Choeur (L'interrompant) Pourqu oi ne
fais-tu pas deux pas de cote?
Neociceron Je ne peux pas. II y a le lac.
Au secourl 0 tempora, o mores!
(Un cri et le bruit que fait quelque
chose jette dans I' eau).
A.S.

TRANSLATION FOR LATIN AND
GREEK IN LAST ISSUE

He is not drunk who from the floor,
Can rise again to drink once more;
But drunk is he who fallen lies
And cannot either drink or rise .
A.E.R.
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SOMETHING FORGOTTEN ?
Good December 22nd to all you people
from Radio Stati on XMAS. This is your
announcer inviting you to join us in
inspiration fo r the day-a quarter hour
devotional period. The hymn for the
day is "Wi nter Wonderland" . This programme is brought to you by Callouses
Incorporated .
This is your lo st chance to toke advantage of our col lossol offer. So, don't
forget, kind people moil your ow n
jolly Santo Claus statue without obligation. And just remember Santo Claus
uses our Callous Pods and so do hi s
Reindeer, so why don ' t you try them -guaranteed to remove everything from
corns end carbuncles to hoofs and you ouessed it - callouses!
Now let's get into the real spirit of
Christma s as we listen to a se lection of
Favorite Christmas Carols, " Rudolph th e
Red-Nosed Reindeer", "Here Comes
Santo Claus", " Frosty, the Snowman",
and lastly "I'm Dreaming of a White
Christmas".
" and may all
your Christmosses, be white ." Yes, let us
truly hope and pray that we may hove a
"White Christmas" because it just is n't
Christmas without snow!
Ah, here we hove another announce ment. "Billords" Deportment Store is
featuring the new, already-gift-wrapped
sink cleaner. Daughters just think
how happy mother will be when she
opens her package on Christmas and sees
this wonderful time-saving sink cleaner.
This a special Christmas offer for only
$5 .99 -Where could you find a more
economical, a more sentimental gift for
your mother or your wife than this goi ly
colored (comes in block, green, red,
purple, yellow, blue, maize, aqua and
white) sink cleaner. Rush righ t dow n to
"Billords" and grab one for yo ur loved
supply
one before they ore all gone is limited.
Now, for all the Kiddies listening, here
is your favorite Christmas Story--the
story of the birtn of Santo Claus. "Once
upon a time there was a young couple
named Merry and Joey. One day an elf
come to Merry and told her she would
hove a baby boy and she wa s to call his
n:Jme Santo Claus " - - - - -

And so dea r children, since that day
Santo CI.Jus has been watching over
you like it says in the song "Santo
Claus is Coming to Town" " He's
mokin ' a li st and checkin' it twice, gonno
find out who's naughty or nice." So be
good boys an d girls end on Christmas
mo rning you will find al l the wonderful
gifts you asked him for.
Shoppers, did you know there were
onl y 2 shopp ing days before Christmas?
Thot means you'd better hurry and get
your turkey now if yo u haven't already
orde red . " Porky's Meat Market" ha s
received a late sh ipment of fowl ranging
in weight from 1 to 30 pounds. For
your convenience " Por ky's" al so has a
sp2cial of fer for every turkey you
buy you receive oboslutely free 1 bottle
of your favorite ole. Hurry, hurry, hurry,
th e supply of both turkeys and ole is
dwindling fa st.
Now for th e next quarter hour we will
hear some mo re of our favorite Chr istma s song s including "J ingle Bells",
" Deck the Hal ls", and "Sick, Sober and
Sorry". So stay tun ed to Station XMAS.
- - - - A h 1 Nothing like Yuletide
songs to get you in that se ntimental
mood and ma ke you realize the tru e
mean ing of Chri stma s. Just think how
dull the year would be if we didn't hove
thi s one festive seaso n to brighten it up .
Speaking cf brightening up-the stores
in th e downtown sec t io n of Kitchener
ore so beautifully decorated that it is
worth bus fore just to see them . So "take
a run" down and admire them. While
you ore there you mig ht go to " Crook's
Jewell e ry Sto re". Men, if you hove found
the girl of your dreams there's no better
time than Christmas to give her tnot all
lmportt.nt Diamond. On Crook's easy
Cred ;t te rms you con pay $ 1.00 and buy
any Diamond your littl e purse desires.
Only $ 1.00 down and when doily payments for the next ten yea rs o r as long
as it tokes you to pay--it really all
depends on the size of the diamond. So
fo r easy cre ~i t terms visi t Crook's J ewellery Store.
Here is a friendly hint to all gift
wroppzrs. Don't leave your gift shopping
(Continu ed on page 27)
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( Cont inued from pdge 13)
ings, once coiled home by many families ,
hove perhaps ports of three walls standing . The inside is filled with the rubble
of brick, mortar and timber to the height
of second floor level. On top of all this
nature has provided a green shrubbery to
cover over man's ruthless destruction .
What has become of all the thousands
who lived here? Perhaps many lost their
lives when these buildings were blown
aport. In many areas shelters were not
provided. The safest place was then the
cellar - but what kind of security could
that provide when your house and those
around crumbled. It was quite common to
hear that more people were killed in any
of a number of German cities than the
combined population of Kitchener-Wa terloo. We were told that in one city
close to 65,000 people lost their life and
most of them in one night. It does not
take very long before the meaningless
word war takes an real significance. You
could argue into eternity but after the
destruction I saw no one who could convince me that there has been a single
benefit to come out of any or all war
worth the devastation and loss of life.
That which was once a thriving city,
graced by magnificent architecture, has
little left but enough of the building to
tell you for )Vhat it was used . Art, stained gloss windows and entire churches
hO\e been removed . Three thousand
churches in Germany were completely
obliterated.
Germany is fast rebuilding . In the
centre of Hannover, building was continued through the entire night. No matter on which street you might walk, the
sound of the cement mixer could be
heard breaking the stillness of any night.
Reconstruction is quickly replacing the
destruction and the people are confident
that as conditions have ol ready g reatly
COATS

SUITS

""f.l'uv.:u so mey w111 connnue to Improve and Germany will once again
reach the high standard to which it wa s
accustomed.
A divided Germany is most undesirable for religious, political and economic
reasons . Much of the farmland of Ger many is now in Russian occupied territory. Food which should be available to
the whole country is cut off from West
Germany. In spite of the large sums of
money given by I.R.O. and church relief
agencies the D.P. and refugee problem
is so great that one-third of the total
government revenue goes for support of
these people (another third goes to the
occup ied forces ).
Much more ought really to be said to
give you a somewhat complete picture.
Suffice it to say that if we give credit
where credit is due, the tourist cannot
but admire this country which though it
has lost so much has so miraculously regained a place for itself am ong the nations of the world .
E. R. W .

DRESSES

" Doc, this is going to hurt a little .
can ' t pay you. "
SPORTSWEAR

ACCESSORIES
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HALF AS MUCH
On November 18 , 1952, I wa s introduced to one of the strang es t socie ti es
I have ever encountered. Th e instituti on
at Orillio is the abode of so me 2,400
mentally deficient patients, and at the
present time has a waiting list of 2 ,000 .
The Abno rmal Psyc hology Closs, und e r
the auspices of Reverend Peters and the
Admini strati on wa s granted a three hour
stay in the institution, and observed the
staff and patients, on one of their typ ical
afternoons.
The staff of psycho log ists,
doctors
and nurses is doing a magnificent job.
Their main ta sk is to teach the patien ~s
to care for themselves, personally, and
perhaps economically, if they enter our
society. Some patients are
hope less.
Others after long hours, weeks, months,
even years of patient sc hoo ling, graduate
into society doing manua l and domestic
work . Their I.Q.'s do not increase, but
they certainl y are taught, by constant
repetition, to use what obi Iities they
have.
Our first introducti on to the patients
was in the gymnasium of the institution,
where approximately two hundred children were gathered for a sho rt si ng-so ng.
Some of the children looked phys ically
normal , but many had physical defects
and dazed, expressionless eyes. It seemed strangely ironical when they sang the
popular song, " Half as Much" a song
typical of their unfortunate condition.
Some sang with full vigor; others were
silent the resulting strains were loud,
incoherent, yet happy children's voice s.
From the gymnasium we p roceeded on
a tour of the buildings and saw the patients in their classrooms and workships.
The children are not classified into age
brackets but are grouped according to
their mental advancement.
The teachers that we met were personifications of patience and kindness.
Although it is only the elementary reading, writing and arithmetic plus other essential work that is taught, it is truly a
tedious and tremendou s ta sk. For example, it took one girl six years before
she learned how to print. Another boy
could not a ssoc iate printing and writing . He could read printing and could

write, but he could not transpose printing into writing . Hi s teacher explained
that she had been conce ntrating on thi s
for mon ths with no promising results.
Th e children seemed completely happy, yet along wi th menta l retardment
some are burdened with emotional drawbacks. One such case was a gi rl who hod
not joined in the sing-song end apparently hod not uttered a word for months.
Another boy hod torn up his work-book
in stub born refusa l to participa•e in the
classroom studi es. Th ese children continue to attend classes until they indicate
their des ire to become part of th e group.
Th e cl ass I particularly en joyed was
th e carpenter's shop, in which the boys
were constructing vario us colourful toys,
e nd-tables and chairs. Th e boys ha d a
real interest in their work and were
proud of the ir achievements. I can still
hear one littl e Negro lad's answer to
my questions on the success of his projec ts. Hi s answer, one little weird "su re "
had all the se lf-confid ence and pride in
the world. Our tour continued on through
the laundry, sew in g room, machin e and
shoe shops, where the older, ma re advanced patients are found . Ma ss producti on is found in these departments as a
result of repetiti on in training to do one
job.
The last stop we made in the actual
hospital buildings was a sec ti on completely remote and sepa rated from the
rest it was th e hairdresser's school.
Most of th e women we found here will
eventually leave Orillia . He re, having
studi ed the art of cosmetics the girs looked quite normal a nd even attractive
compared to those we had just seen who
had no artificial aid to better their appearances.
It was in thi s part of the building that
we visited their sleeping quarters. On
one of th e bed-stands was a picture of
Je sus with a poem reading "We
than k Th ee, 0 Lord, for all our bessings."

After the tour, we proceeded to the
nurses' residence where six of the girls
who will soo n graduate se rved us tea.
They did an excellent job and will prob(Continued on page 27 )
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tUll UHlAL

"I'll be thru with my homework in
just o minute . as soon as I finish thi s
thesis on ETIQUETTE'"
For those ignorant of an issue concerning the Card last year, we will autline it briefly. Some person or persons
(we don't know whom, and even if we
did, we wouldn't disclose their identities)
stated flatly that the Cord was "too intellecutal." What an upheaval that remark created! The staff was "up in
arms." One loyal supporter wrote a letter to the News Weekly, which contained some very pointed suggestions for the
attackers. May no one ever revive, with
bitterness, ony of that lively controversy.
There hove been similar "goings on"
this year. The staff feels rather hurt if
criticisms are levelled because we are,
justifiably we
believe, proud of our
achievements. Perhaps we are inclined
to be contemptuous of such critics far
not sufficiently trusting our judgment
and appreciating our efforts. On the
other hand, the critics, who undoubtedly
have good intentions, cannot quite understand the cool reception of suggestions considered constructive.
Recently someone mentioned that a
poll of public opinion could be token to
ascertain if the Cord is being read. If
so, how well? If not, why not? Ideas for
improvement might also be added. But,
it has also been pointed that such a
poll might not be too successful, for the
following reasons. Polls ore evidently not
popular at Waterloo College. If we were

able to contact outside subscribers, would
we receive replies? If well-received, such
a poll might be too binding (and maybe
it would disclose some facts better overlooked). More could probably be accomplished by questioning individuals personally.
There ore always five issues of the
Cord every year. Always, in the first one,
ore several articles on initiation, of in terest to the freshmen involved. To most
sophomores, juniors and seniors they ore
"old stuff." On the other hand, the fine!
issue, which emphasizes graduation,
probably interests seniors more than
freshmen, sophomores and juniors. The
Christmas issue is a special one, with an
extra-special cover:
What does the Cord usually contain?
The feature article ought to be of general interest. Static usually pertains to
college life under guise. Alumni Notes
provide the graduates with news of their
classmates and indicate to [)resent "pluggers" where a B.A. degree leads. Seminary Notes are a reminder that we do
hove a separate seminary. We sometimes forget, since the theologues are on
integral port of the student body. Often
there ore articles maybe "pro and con,"
on political questions. Anyone who has
token courses with Dr. Potter can glean
something from these. The Literary section contains stories and poems, which
English students particularly enjoy. The
language page is a source of information and amusement for specialists, while
"Sports" is avidly read by the boys and
a few of the more intelligent girls. Letters to the Editor ore conspicuous by
their absence or infrequency. Most correspondents submit their contributions to
the News Weekly. And the editorials and
Faculty page . .. we'll allow you to decide on their place and value.
Too few students examine all the contents of each Cord. But ports of it are
read by everyone.
The editors do try to please as many
Cord recipients, including printers and
censors, as possible. But we keep remembering the old Aesop fable about the
miller, his son, and the donkey, which
taught "He who tries to please everybody
pleases nobody." If we did not apply this
lesson, we mig:,t SI)Oil the quolitv of the
publication, by lowering our standa rds.
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Thus, in the last analysis,
ourselves.

we

please
P.H.

{Continued from page 14 )
According to some schools of psychology there are three main drives or urges
in life. First, the thirst drive in orde r
to satisfy this urge most people drink.
Second, the hunger drive to satisfy
thi s urge most people eat. The one rated
third, by some psychologists and first by
others, is the sex drive some people,
in order to satisfy this urge , read lurid
pocket books - What do you do?
{Continued from page 23)
or gift wrapping until the day before
Christmas. Wrap your parcels early so
you will avoid the frantic , last-minute
rush. ,
That is ou r friendly advice for th e
day brought to you by Canada Pickers
Ltd.
And just remember fo lks, if you feel
run-down, worn out, lack pep, feel
frustrated, nervous and on edge, "Carling's Little Red Caps" are just what
you need. Buy some now and lay in your
supply for after Christmas remember
the stores are closed on Christmas Day.
Well , this is Station XMAS signing off
for lunch, since we have read all our
commercials for the morning, but it st ill
seems as if I've forgotten something.
Merilyn De Mane.
AN EXAMPLE OF AN ATHLETIC
ATTAINMENT
Billy Sund:.y abandoned a great major
l.eague caree r to become an evangelist.
One day he was pouring it on before a
spellbound audience . "Beware of the
wrath to come! " he screamed, "beware
you sinners! Find the path to righteous ness or there will be weeping and wailing
and great gnashing of teeth!"
An old crone rose to her feet and
screamed right back, "I ain ' t got no
teeth!"
" Fear not, madam!" roared the resourceful ex-ball player. "Teeth will be
furnished far one and all !"

MERRY CHRISTMAS

{Continued from page 25)
ably be soon placed as domestics by
capable social workers. At the tea, we
to Iked to the doctors and psychologists
who explained that the greatest prob lem
the graduate patient is faced with is
socia l adjustment. Th e greatest assistance offered is that they are from the
very first made to realize what is the
matter with them . Their realistic outlook
will avoid later complications and frustrations .
Th is strange littl e colony of people
found outside of Orillia is happy and satisfied in its own way. Society to them is
the institution, and although regimented ,
it is very uncomplicated. They are cared
for by their capable supervisors and they
are mad e useful by the work prov ided
for them in the institution.
I cannot forget this experience or the
people I rnet the b lue-eyed beauty
in the sewi ng room, the plump dwarf,
the hunchbacked athlete, the one-eyed,
hare-lipped blonde, the wild-eyed woman, the comic smiles of the men . The
children -- I will never forget, nor the
song which stil l echoes in my ears.
My three hours in this stra nge world
taught me two important things; appreciation and gratitude: appreciation of
what I too often take for granted, and
eternal gratitude to my Creator.
Alfreda Jarosz.
{Continued from page 17 )
passions. A free nation must be morally.
healthy; on ly a morally good nation can
be strong. Let me encourage you to join
the ranks of those who wish to ste m the
tide of modern literary sewage who
hope to place the available supply in its
proper place the incinerator, and
who, by public education hope to build
an impregnable defence against debasing
exploitation of human p:Jssions through
a teaching of perversion for profit.
John Wittenberg.
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TWO IN ONE
A I ife insurance pol icy does two important
things : it provides protection for dependents
and, at the same time, provides the best organ ized plan of saving ever devised.
You owe it to yourself to enjoy the benefits
of both these important features which are com bined in a I ife insurance pol icy. Consult a
Mutual Life of Canada representative today
about the kind of policy best suited to your
needs.
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